THE    POST
gone in a wink, their igloos empty, although last night they
were still about. The landscape itself changes as if manned by
scene-shifters. You stare and say to yourself in bewilderment,
"Am I mad, or is it this land that is out of its wits?* When you
see igloos disappear suddenly before your eyes; when invisible
dogs stir beneath the snow under your feet as you walk; when
things rise suddenly out of the earth and vanish as if sucked up
into the air, it is hard to think of life as normal. You knew very
well what this landscape looked like; and where is it? The shack
you saw yesterday is today but a roof lying on the surface of the
snow. What is this, you wonder? Is it the prelude to Judgment
Day? Our globe that we thought a solid turns out to be a mere
soap-bubble blown into different shapes by the wind. In this sea
of grey your heart quakes, your brain reels. You are enclosed
in it like a rat in a box, and some one is there shaking the
box with all his furious might You stand speechless, childish,
despairing; and in a moment you fly into a rage, you want to
bite and tear the snow with your teeth, to do battle with the
storm in a hand-to-hand encounter. And when you get back
into the Post the change is stupefying. You have been whirling
in an icy bacchanal, and this sudden peace is just as dramatic
as that war. It is so overpowering that you sink down upon
your bed and lie without stirring, completely undone.
Towards mid-December, the day— if our dim obscurity can
be called day— begins to die at half-past one in the afternoon.
What is strange is that it is just before day dies that the wind
falls and one can see farthest. Regularly at this hour the curtain
of snow will rise — not to the south, where, somewhere, we
know the sun to be, but to the west, where it reveals the shore
line and lends us again the assurance that we are on earth.
Except for this band of light we might easily believe ourselves
to be living in a nebula, in something that had not yet hardened
and through which one moved like a shade in slippers.
There is no dawdling out of doors round the Post. Once you
are out, you scurry, you trot, and you stumble, fall, and pick
yourself up again. You stumble constantly, and the reason is

